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CORRESPONDENCE 
This department welcomes comments on the contents or 
policy of HM, corrections of errors in the literature ques- 
tions and discussion of previously published questions, brief 
notices of historical discoveries, and other communications of 
interest to the history of mathematics community. 
NEW EDITION OF SMITH AND GINSBURG'S 
"A HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS IN AMERICA BEFORE 1900"? 
David E. Zitarelli writes urging support for reprinting 
of Smith and Ginsburg's book, the only general history of 
American mathematics, originally published as the Mathematical 
Association of America Carus Monograph #5 and long since out of 
print. He urges a thorough revision of the existing book, 
additional material bringing the story up at least to the 1930's, 
and the inclusion of Canada. Readers may wish to communicate 
their views (and/or their willingness to work on such a project!) 
to Professor D. T. Finkbeiner, Department of Mathematics, 
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022. He is chairman of the 
Carus Subcommittee of the Publications Committee of the MAA, 
which so far has judged that there is insufficient demand to 
justify a new edition. 
KIND WORDS FROM A SUBSCRIBER 
The following quotation (whose author wishes to remain 
anonymous) will inspire all of us to continue to try to deserve 
praise. Perhaps it will also inspire other readers to communi- 
cate dissatisfactions they may feel. 
"It has been my intention for almost a year now to 
communicate to you some of my ideas regarding HM. But first 
let me pay you a compliment. HM is the very best mathematical 
journal in existence! Why? Let me count the ways. First, it 
is eminently readable, thus satisfying one of the aims stated 
earlier in Notae de HM. Of course my HM copies are dirtier than, 
Say, Bull. A.M.S., but that is to be expected. But they are 
even dirtier (i.e., read more) than my Monthly's, and I thought 
this was impossible. Second, the articles are versatile and 
can be used in many classes. That my graduate History of 
Mathematics class would use the journal might be expected, and 
one might hope that the undergraduate course would do similarly, 
but that a freshman liberal arts class would make use of certain 
articles is purely serendipitous." 
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PREVIOUS PUBLICATION OF LEGENDRE'S ATTACK ON GAUSS 
0. B. Sheinin writes that Legendre's remarks quoted by 
S. M. Stigler in "An attack on Gauss, . ..'I (HM 4, 33-34), had 
previously been published by Sheinin in Archive for History of 
Exact Sciences 11 (1973), no. 2-3, p. 124. 
PROJECTS 
This department welcomes brief notes and article-length 
manuscripts. The former may include announcements of contempla- 
ted or ongoing projects, information on doctoral theses in 
progress or completed (writer, title, institution, supervisor, 
and available information on completion time), proposals and 
questions, and requests for assistance. Announcements of indi- 
vidual research projects, including theses, are very important 
to avoid awkward and wasteful duplication of effort. Articles 
will ordinarily describe projected, in process, or completed 
large-scale projects involving one or several scholars and 
should follow the same standards as other articles. They will 
be abstracted and indexed like other articles, and authors will 
be supplied with free reprints. 
TRANSLATION OF DESARGUES 
Miss J. V. Field is working on a translation into English 
of Girard Desargues: Brouillon Project. Her address is the 
Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London S.W.7, England. 
THESIS ON LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND GROUP THEORY 
J. J. Gray is writing a doctoral thesis at Warwick 
University, England on Linear Differential Equations and Group 
Theory in the nineteenth century, under the direction of David 
Fowler and Ian Stewart. 
THESES IN PROGRESS AT HARVARD 
Joseph H. Chillington, "Colin MacLaurin (1698-1746) and 
Scottish Mathematical Newtonianism". 
Lorraine J. Daston, "The French Probabilists: 1750-1840". 
Joan L. Richards, "The Mathematics of W. K. Clifford". 
(From History of Science Society Newsletter.) 
